Evidence for the involvement of a spinal pattern generator in the control of the genital motor pattern of ejaculation.
One of the hypotheses to explain the neural mechanisms underlying rhythmic behaviours suggests that the central nervous system has the intrinsic capacity to produce repetitive, rhythmic output to the muscles involved in the response by means of a neuronal circuit named central pattern generator (CPG). The occurrence of rhythmic motor patterns during ejaculatory behaviour in mammals, which includes the genital motor pattern, has been shown. A CPG might regulate the timing of the repetitive muscular responses that constitute the ejaculatory motor pattern. The objective of the present study was to evidence that a CPG at a spinal level is involved in the expression and pacing of the rhythmic motor pattern generated during ejaculation. To this purpose we used the genital reflex as a model system. Following the general principles for the study of rhythmic motor patterns, the data obtained in the present series of experiments document that: (1) a rhythmic muscular response, the genital motor pattern, is registered during the ejaculatory event (expulsion of the urethral contents); (2) this ejaculatory motor response has similar EMG characteristics in intact and in spinal urethane-anaesthetised male rats; (3) interruption of the afferent inflow (deafferentation) does not disrupt the expression of the ejaculatory motor train; (4) a change in the stimulation interval does not alter the intrinsic pacing of the ejaculatory-like response; and (5) fictive ejaculation can be induced by pharmacological means. Together, this evidence supports the notion that a CPG produces the rhythmic ejaculatory motor pattern registered during fictive ejaculation.